Nursery Topic Web
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PSED
Nursery routines
Tidying up
Separating from adults after half term
Learning names of children in my class
Making friends
Choosing activities independently
Asking for help when I need it
Sharing the Nursery resources fairly
Learning how to wash my hands

Literacy
• Nursery Rhymes – Simple rhyme, sign along
actions
• Writing – Making marks and talking about
them. Learning to write my name.
• Reading – “Mouse Paint” and other stories based
on colours. Reading our own class made stories to
learn children’s names.

Understanding of the World
• Making friends – Reading the class book
to learn everyone’s names and playing the
name game.
• The World- Looking at Autumn changes
• Technology – Learning how to use the
SMARTboard.
• Creating a class display of the
different languages used in the
Nursery.
• Learning about Diwali and Fireworks
Night.

Counting the number of children in Nursery
‘Days of the Week’ song
Weather calendar
Matching and sorting – using colour.
Number songs- on the IWB
Exploring shape and space – through
construction using wooden blocks, Lego, etc.
• Time- Using the visual timetable and
understanding the daily routine.
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Colour

Communication and Language
• Retelling and joining in with favourite
stories
• Following instructions
• Learning good listening behaviours e.g.
good sitting, looking and listening
• Talking about what we can see

Maths

Physical Development
• Toileting – Using the toilet independently and
washing hands.
• Dressing/undressing- Managing coat, etc.
• Nursery bikes – Learning how to use the bikes
and scooters.
• Moving around safely
• Learning how to use scissors safely and correctly
• Using tools for mark making.

Family Involvement
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Using the Nursery Library
‘Wow’ and ‘Magic Moments’ sheet
Report feedback
Coffee Meeting
Language display

Expressive Arts and Design
• Exploring Colour – Colour mixing using powder
paint LINK TO ‘Mouse Paint’
• Exploring fireworks through paint and large
movements
• Visit to the Dance/Drama Studio using music to
explore how to move our bodies
• Using small world and story sacks to tell stories.
• Exploring how instruments sound and learning
instrument names.
• Exploring construction on a small and large scale.
Working as part of a group to build.

